Mira Mesa Community Planning Group Meeting Minutes
Date/Time: October 21, 2013 7:00pm
Location: Qualcomm Q-Auditorium, 6445 Lusk Blvd, San Diego CA 92121
Call to Order – In attendance:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tom Derr
John Horst
Ralph Carolin
Craig Radke
Bruce Brown

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Bob Mixon
Ted Brengel
Eileen Magno
Joe Frichtel
Phil Lisotta

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Mike Linton
Marv Miles
Jeff Stevens
Joe Punsalan
Kent Lee

1. Non-Agenda Public Comments:
a. Jeff Stevens – Letter from Dan Monroe re: SV Town Council concerns. Failure to fill seat.
Refuse sub-committee vacancy. Outside influence. Issue came up in April. Town Council
meeting as well. And continued to Applebees. Was meeting at Applebee’s is a violation of
the Brown Act? Assumed no violation.
b. Julia Schriber – Info is questioned. Invited by Sorrento Valley Town Council. Ted and John
invited to a public airing to bring the issue in the daylight.
c. Chris Thayer – You think you have the right to annex Sorrento Valley. Worked as a teacher.
All I have to show is house Sorrento Valley. You cannot take that away from me.
2. Adopt Draft Agenda (Action): Motion to adopt the draft agenda was made/seconded by Ted
Brengel/Joe Frichtel. Motion carried 14-0-0.
3. Adopt Previous Meeting Minutes (Action). The minutes were circulated among the members of the
Executive Committee as a PDF document prior to the meeting via email. An opportunity to request
corrections was made at this point in the meeting. No such requests were made and the Chair
deemed the minutes adopted by unanimous consent.
4. Old Business
a. Sorrento Valley Boundary Subcommittee Report (Action). The Chair made the following
motion based on the conclusion in the report: “The Planning Group notes the report of the
Chair for the Sorrento Valley Boundary Ad Hoc Subcommittee, and does not believe a
consensus was achieved on an action suitable for the Planning Group to take.” Bob Mixon
seconded the motion.
The Chair presented a summary of the report included in the agenda (and attached to these
minutes).
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Public comment ensued. Numerous comments were offered by attendees. Most were from
residents of the Sorrento Valley neighborhood and members of the Sorrento Valley Town
Council and reprised their opposition to what they believed would be an attempt to ‘annex’
Sorrento Valley. A few attendees spoke in favor of what they believe to be the traditional
boundaries of the Mira Mesa community as is shown in the Community Plan.
The Executive Committee commenced discussion. Some on the board felt the matter was
not something the Planning Group should be involved in. Others requested clarification as
to the ‘action’ in the motion. The Chair noted that since the process was started with
referring the boundary issue to a subcommittee, per Council policy the process had to be
concluded with a vote of the whole Planning Group, even if that vote was to note the work
of the subcommittee did not produce consensus on an action the Planning Group should
take.
Ralph Carolin offered an amendment with respect to the manner in which the police beat
map did not conform to the Community Plan boundaries. The Chair rejected the
amendment as not addressing conflicts with other sub area boundaries in the Community
Plan. A vote was taken and the motion carried 9-3-3.
b. Business Owner Seat Vacancy: The City is in receipt of information from a newly formed
non-profit, Sorrento Valley Town Council by Julia Schriber. The qualification of this
organization for a Business Owner seat was under discussion at the City. Per email
communications from the City, no objection was raised to the SVTC holding a Business
Owner Seat. A motion was made/seconded by Tom Derr/Eileen Magno to approve the
Sorrento Valley Town Council, represented by Julia Schriber, for the vacant Business Owner
seat. Discussion ensued with some concerns expressed about the willingness of the SVTC to
work constructively with the Mira Mesa community. Others supported additional diversity
and dissenting points of view on the Executive Committee. The motion carried 10-5-0. Julia
Schriber assumed the seat and engaged in subsequent matters on the agenda.
5. New Business
a. City of San Diego Public Utilities – Water Rate Increase
b. Asian Pacific American Public Affairs Association – City Council District 6 Candidates’ Forum
announcement – 3 candidates
c. 24-Hour Dog Daycare is applying for a Neighborhood Use Permit for their location at 6660
Miramar Road, Suite B, San Diego, CA 92121
i. Vincent Gorey and Justin Stanley Co-owners
ii. IL-2-1 in Prime Industrial
iii. Dog daycare for 24-7 for neighborhood residents
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iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.

Drop off and pick up
Demand is here in the county
Price is under $30/day
Can pick up dogs as well if in emergency
Miramar is interested in being a partner
What about vehicle repair shop noises and disturbing the dogs?
1. Mitigation will be done. 35 dbl level will be the max per guidelines
2. Rubber floor to be installed
Containment in case of dogs getting out?
1. Double door and second gate.
County regulates the daycare
Webcams will be available for the owners to watch the dogs
4,000 SF can hold 100 dogs but they won’t be having that much.
How to deal with the waste? Through a waste disposal system.

6. Elected Officials/Government Agencies
a. United States Congress – Scott Peters, California 52nd District: No Info.
b. California Senate –Marty Block, District 39: No Info.
c. California Assembly – Brian Maienschein District 77: No Info.
d. San Diego County – Dave Roberts, Board of Supervisors District 3: No Info.
e. City of San Diego – Mayor’s Office: No Info.
f. City of San Diego – Lorie Zapf, City Council District: Kenny Nakayama, No info.
g. San Diego Unified School District: No Info.
h. MCAS Miramar: No info.
i. CalTrans: No Info.
7. Announcements:
a. Boy Scout event on Saturday, 10/26/13 at Vulcan Materials
b. MMTC meets on Nov 4 at 7PM at the Senior Center. Remember the day before is the end of
Daylight Savings Time.
8. Reports:
a. Report of the Chair
i. A Notice of Application has been filed by AT&T for a faux tree cell phone antenna at
Maddox Park. A previous iteration of this project had been approved along with
Sprint’s plan to have light standards for antennae at the dog park. Sprint has
abandoned their plan. AT&T’s notice is attached. AT&T plans to present at the
November meeting.
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ii. Notice of Right to Appeal Environmental Determination for the upgrade of the cell
phone antennae at the AT&T building by the post office is attached.
iii. Local police station tour opportunities: See attached notice.
iv. SD Ice Arena Cell Phone Antennae subcommittee is being dropped from the agenda
as a regular report. T-Mobile’s screening will be replicated by the other carriers as
they apply to renew their CUPs.
b. Transportation Subcommittee – No information
c. Stone Creek Subcommittee – No information
d. SD Ice Arena Cell Phone Antennae Applications Subcommittee – Disbanded per notes above.
e. Community Planners Committee
f.
Adjourn:

Los Peñasquitos Canyon Citizen’s Advisory Committee – Rain caused trails to close and the
next day they opened.
9:44 PM
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SORRENTO VALLEY BOUNDARY SUBCOMMITTEE
MIRA MESA COMMUNITY PLANNING GROUP
Report of the Chair

THE ISSUE:
The Streets Division of the City of San Diego, in consultation with the Calle Cristobal and Mira Mesa
Landscape Maintenance Assessment Districts, placed small blue and white “Welcome to Mira Mesa”
signs along various thoroughfares in the larger Mira Mesa community as defined by the Mira Mesa
Community Plan. The residents of homes along Sorrento Valley Blvd., in a development known as
‘Pacific Ridge’, objected to the placement of these signs along Sorrento Valley Blvd. as it entered the
community and along Camino Santa Fe, the two main entry points to their neighborhood. The City of
San Diego directed these residents to the Mira Mesa Community Planning Group (MMCPG) to voice
their concerns.
Some of these signs were removed by unknown persons and in the instances of the signs immediately
near the neighborhood of these residents, the Maintenance Assessment Districts requested they not be
replaced. Over the course of the discussions as have been facilitated by the MMCPG, a controversy has
emerged over an alleged attempt on the part of the ‘Mira Mesa Town Council’ to ‘annex’ the
neighborhood of Sorrento Valley.
(The ‘Mira Mesa Town Council’ is a separate non-profit community service organization. While the
Board of Directors for the Mira Mesa Town Council and the Mira Mesa Community Planning Group have
members in common, the Mira Mesa Town Council has not been formally involved in this issue.)

BACKGROUND:
The homes of the residents in question were built in the mid-1990s. The developers presented the plans
for these homes to the MMCPG for review and a recommendation as to whether the development as
planned was consistent with the Mira Mesa Community Plan. Upon completion of the homes, they
were marketed as being in ‘Sorrento Valley’ with the idea of marketing a coastal-oriented development.
While the plans for the homes were reviewed by the MMCPG in light of the Mira Mesa Community Plan,
the homeowners were apparently not informed of the Community Plan, its boundaries or the work of
the Mira Mesa Community Planning Group. Many of the homeowners in this neighborhood note that
they have ‘Sorrento Valley’ on their closing documents.

POLICE DEPARTMENT, DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
& DISPARATE MAP OVERLAYS:
In 1997 the San Diego Police Department adopted a map of neighborhoods for the purposes of
administering neighborhood policing. The Union-Tribune published this map on October 7, 1997. This
map has commonly been called the ‘Police Beat Map’ or ‘map of neighborhoods’. SanGIS – a ‘joint
powers authority’ of the City of San Diego and County of San Diego – has maintained an ‘overlay’ of this
map which shows a neighborhood of Mira Mesa as being bound to the west mainly by Camino Santa Fe
Blvd. This same overlay shows the neighborhood of ‘Sorrento Valley’ as having Camino Santa Fe as its

eastern boundary. The residents along Sorrento Valley Blvd. identify these neighborhoods accodingly,
and are asserting that Mira Mesa is attempting to annex Sorrento Valley.
However, when looking at the map of communities in the City of San Diego’s General Plan, the
boundaries of the community of Mira Mesa extend roughly from the I-15 to the I-805 looking east to
west, and the Los Peñasquitos Canyon Preserve and MCAS Miramar looking north to south. The oldest
available map showing these boundaries is dated July 1965 (included as Map #1 below), making the
original boundaries of the Mira Mesa Community at least 48 years old. The Mira Mesa Community Plan
was updated most recently in late 1992. (Subsequent amendments as required by specific projects have
been adopted as recently as 2011.) While the area along Sorrento Valley Blvd. is not named or
identified in the current Community Plan (see Map #2 below), the industrial area to the south of these
homes and bisected by Mira Mesa Blvd. is identified as the ‘Sorrento Mesa’ subarea. The
commercial/industrial area north of Miramar Rd. is also identified as the ‘Miramar’ subarea.
SanGIS has historically maintained separate overlays for ‘community’ boundaries and ‘neighborhood’
boundaries. Recently, however, SanGIS has published an overlay (included as Map #3 below) using color
coding to represent the neighborhood construct originating in the police beat map and the community
concept as understood by the General Plan and several Community Plans. This combined overlay shows
the neighborhoods as maintained by the police department as being in the larger community of Mira
Mesa.
In November 2001 the Planning Department (since renamed Development Services) published a memo
(included below), and incorporated it into department policy, explaining the relationship between
communities and neighborhoods. In particular, the memo notes how ‘community’ boundaries are fixed
by the General Plan, yet ‘neighborhood’ boundaries are more fluid. Development Services is the
‘keeper’ of community boundaries while the Police Department is the ‘keeper’ of neighborhood
boundaries.

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE ASSESSMENT DISTRICTS (LMADs):
In the larger community of Mira Mesa there are two ‘Landscape Maintenance Assessment Districts’: the
Calle Cristobal Landscape Maintenance Assessment District (CCLMAD) and the Mira Mesa Landscape
Maintenance Assessment District (MMLMAD). These LMADs are administered under the Department of
Park & Recreation and are governed by City Council Policy 100-21 (also included below). Periodically an
engineering assessment will be published by the City, the last being in 2012 for these two LMADs. The
maps of both LMADs, as published in the 2012 engineering assessment, are included below as Maps #4
and #5, respectively. The CCLMAD extends along Calle Cristobal from Camino Ruiz to Camino Santa Fe,
and further along Sorrento Valley Blvd. until the westermost end of the Pacific Ridge neighborhood of
homes.
The ‘monument signs’ on Mira Mesa Blvd. near I-805 and I-15 were funded by the Mira Mesa LMAD.
Smaller blue and white ‘Welcome to Mira Mesa’ signs were erected in consultation with both LMADs as
noted above in the introduction to the issue.

MIRA MESA COMMUNITY PLANNING GROUP INVOLVEMENT:
Upon expressing their opposition to the placing of these smaller ‘Welcome to Mira Mesa’ signs along
thoroughfares into their neighborhood, the City referred the residents to the Mira Mesa Community

Planning Group. In the April 2013 meeting some residents expressed their concerns during non-agenda
public comments. The matter was taken up at the May 2013 meeting and the Planning Group agreed to
recognize the existence of the neighborhood of ‘Sorrento Valley’ as a result of homeowners having
been sold homes as being in Sorrento Valley with some having that designation on their closing
documents. The matter of boundaries was referred to an ad hoc subcommittee.

SORRENTO VALLEY BOUNDARY AD HOC SUBCOMMITTEE
“Ad hoc” subcommittees of the Planning Group are governed by City Council Policy 600-24, Article VI,
Section 2 (b). In accordance with subsection (2) the voting membership of the Sorrento Valley Boundary
Subcommittee included seven (7) members of the Planning Group Executive Committee and six (6)
members of the Pacific Ridge neighborhood.
The MMCPG has used ad hoc subcommittees in accordance with City Council policy as a means to take a
more detailed, deliberative approach to an issue than would otherwise be possible in the midst of other
normal business during regular Planning Group meetings. The goal of an ad hoc subcommittee is to
come to a consensus for an action on an issue which is consistent with the Community Plan in particular
and the role of the Planning Group in general.
The Sorrento Valley Boundary Ad Hoc Subcommittee met at 6pm, August 19, 2013 at the conference
room of Vulcan Materials, the regular location of MMCPG meetings. The regular MMCPG monthly
meeting followed immediately after the subcommittee meeting.
Two alternatives were presented: The first alternative was to recognize the residential area bisected by
Sorrento Valley Blvd. as the ‘residential subarea’ of Sorrento Valley, to be so incorporated into the
Community Plan when the Plan is next amended or updated. The southern boundary was to be the
boundary of the ‘Sorrento Mesa’ subarea as shown in the Community Plan. The second alternative
asked the Planning Group to recognize the police beat map overlay, which includes boundaries outside
the Planning Area as shown in the Community Plan. (See Map #3 for a clear representation of the
differences. The full presentations as presented at the Subcommittee meeting are also included here.)
A motion was made and seconded to adopt the second proposal consisting of boundaries as defined in
the Police Department beat map overlay, which reach outside the community boundaries as shown in
the Community Plan. The vote for this motion was 9-4-0. A subsequent motion was made and
seconded to adopt the first option, with boundaries consistent with community boundaries as shown
in the Community Plan. This vote for this motion was 4-8-1.
Upon taking up the matter at the regular Planning Group meeting, a request was made to allow the
members of the Planning Group to review the proposals and to act on the matter at a subsequent
meeting. It was originally intended to have the matter taken up at the September meeting, but due to
the inability of a number of memebers to attend the September meeting due to work obligations, the
Chair chose to hold the matter over until the October meeting.

CONCLUSION OF THE CHAIR
The Chair believes a workable solution which both honors the reality of home owners having been sold
homes as being in ‘Sorrento Valley’ and the integrity of the Community Plan as a basis for community
input into urban planning and resource allocation was available to the Subcommittee. The votes
demonstrate, however, that the Subcommittee was unable to attain consensus on an action suitable for

the Planning Group to take as the boundaries proposed from the Police beat map are inconsistent with
the boundaries in the Community Plan. The criteria for a ‘suitable’ action is essentially consistency with
the Community Plan, which forms the foundation for the purpose of the Mira Mesa Community
Planning Group.
As an example of the work of the Mira Mesa Community Planning Group, development within the
community boundaries, including that of the homes along Sorrento Valley Blvd., generates developer
contributions to a City-managed fund known as the Facilties Benefit Assessment (FBA). All communities
in San Diego with planned new developments have FBA funds associated with them. The recognized
Planning Groups for each of these communities, Mira Mesa included, then work with City staff to
identify public facility construction and improvements (such as street widening, traffic engineering, park
construction or rehabilitation, etc.) which ensure adequate public facilities are available to the residents
and businesses in the community as it grows. To date, $25 million has been spent from the Mira Mesa
FBA on public facilities to the west of Camino Santa Fe Blvd., and another $10.6 million has been
planned for this part of the larger Mira Mesa community. It is precisely this kind of urban planning and
resource allocation which requires consensus on boundaries which are consistent with the same
Community Plan under which development projects are reviewed by the Planning Group and
recommended for approval.
The Chair thus concludes and reports to the Planning Group that the Sorrento Valley Boundary Ad Hoc
Subcommittee was not able to form a consensus on an action suitable for the Planning Group to take.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
The City of San Diego maintains a website dedicated to making Community Plans and Community
Planning Group meeting agenda available to the general public. The page maintained for the Mira Mesa
Community Planning Group can be found at the following address:
http://www.sandiego.gov/planning/community/profiles/miramesa/agendas.shtml
The agenda for the October meeting will be published at least 72 hours ahead of the meeting as
required by the Brown Act. This web page contains instructions on how to enroll in a distributiuon list to
receive agendas via email as they are published.

MAP #1

MAP #2
Figure 19. Industrial Subareas
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

November 16, 2001

TO:

Gabriela Coverdale, GIS Manager, IT&C

FROM:

Betsy McCullough, Deputy Planning Director

SUBJECT:

Official Boundaries of "Communities" and "Neighborhoods"

Periodically, questions have been directed towards Planning Department staff regarding the
identification and maintenance of official "community" and "neighborhood" boundaries. The purpose
of this memo is to document Planning Department and Police Department processes associated with the
aforementioned boundaries.
Community boundaries are mapped in association with a wide variety of land use planning documents.
The City ' s General Plan and community plans all have the community boundaries in them. These plans
are adopted by Council resolution, therefore so are their boundaries. Also, City Council Policy 600-24
authorizes one "recognized" community planning group for a community area. The boundaries of
authority for each planning group are mapped in their bylaws that are approved by the City. The City
and other jurisdictions such as the San Diego Association of Governments [SANDAG] tabulate land use
and population data based on the areas identified in the community plans. Given that consistent,
adjoining boundaries are critical for work to be conducted within planning areas as the City uses the
boundaries adopted in the community plans - the long-term planning documents for the City. Therefore,
the Planning Department is the City' s "keeper" of these boundaries.
Neighborhoods are boundaries reflecting the perception of residents within a particular area, but they are
built upon the pseudo census blocks maintained by Planning Department staff. Neighborhoods often are
contained within communities, although they may not be entirely within one community. In some
community plans, neighborhoods are mapped in the plan as of the date of plan adoption. Because
perception of neighborhood boundaries is more fluid than that of community boundaries, the Police
Department conducts a periodic outreach to residents to identify any perceived shift in boundaries.
Adjustments to neighborhood boundaries are made by the Police Department over time based on input
provided by citizens and Police Department needs. Therefore, the Police Department is the City ' s
"keeper" of neighborhood boundaries.
As a policy, the Police Department and Planning Department will keep in contact regarding changes in
boundaries in the community areas, pseudo census blocks, and the neighborhood areas as identified in
official City documents.
cc:

Deena Bowman-Jamieson, GIS Analyst, Police Department
Andrew Abouna, MIS Manager, Planning Department
Planning Department Managers
Development Services Department Deputy Directors
Bob Parrott, San Diego Association of Governments
Department Directors via email

THIS MEMO WILL BECOME PART OF THE DEPARTMENT'S POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES MANUAL.

EXHIBIT A

CALLE CRISTOBAL
Maintenance Assessment District

Map #4

Map #5

MIRA MESA
Maintenance Assessment District

EXHIBIT A

